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CHAFTSR ONE
LEXICAL ANALYZER
This chapter is meant to furnish the reader with an adequate
knowledge of what a lexical analyzer is. This is motivated hy the
fact that, we cannot implement a lexical analyzer, unless we first
know what it is, that we are trying to implement.
Since the formal definition of lexical analyzer utilizes
other terms, we v/ill first define these terms, before using them
in the description of our lexical analyzer.
TERM^AL_SYMBOLS: These form a finite set of symbols which are
used in writing strings in the oarticular language. V>e usually
represent terminal symbols by lower case letters, a, b, etc.
N0NTSRMINAL_STOB0LS: These form a finite set of symbols which are
used not in writing the language, but in describing it. V.e usually
represent nonter minal symbols by upper case letters, A, B, etc.
The intersedtion of nonterminal symbols and terminal and terminal
symbols is empty.
TOKEN: A token is the building block of the language, derived by
assembling a sequence of source characters that_are_included__in
» using a predefined set of rules.
A token could be identified with any particular entity in the
set of strings. In a typical language, a token could be an iden¬
tifier, a reserved word, and poerator, a delimiter, etc.
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ALPHABET* The alphabet is a finite set of characters fixed at
the time of definition of the source language. The alphabet of
a programming language could be a set of keyboard characters,
example* letters, digits, blanks and special symbols. Let us
use SGMA to represent the alphabet of a particular language.
STRING* A string is a sequence of elements drawn from the
alphabet of the particular language. Let us represent the set
of all string of length one or more members of SGMA by SGMAP.
A string whose length is zero is called the empty string, re¬
presented by e. Two strings w and x, may be concartinated
together to form a single new string wx. We will let SGMA*
represent the union of SGMAP and the empty string. Hence
SGMA*» SGMAP U(nion) e.
PRODUGTION_RyLE* A production rule, or production for short
has the general form X-»^Y, where X and Y are strings in the
terminal and nonterminal sets of a given grammar. Y may be the
empty string, but X cannot be. Productions are used in a sub¬
class of grammars called replacement systems. In such a system,
we can generate other strings in the language by starting
with a string of the form WXY, then applying the production
such as X-»Y to yield a new string WYZ. We have successfully
replaced X in the string WXZ by Y, through a given production
X Y. The replacement step WXZ to WYZ is called Derivation
Step, and we say that WXZ derives WYZ.
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In order to apply any set of productions, there has to be a
uniquely specified starting symbol. In all programming languages,
the starting symbol is in set of nonterminal sjrmbols. Such gram¬
mars which have the form A—^-B, where A is a nonterminal symbol
are called CONTEX FREE GHAT.IMARS.
V.e also need some precise way of knowing when to stop a
sequence of derivations. V.e may choose to stop when we obtain a
string that contains no nonterminals.
GR^jlMAR: V.e may define a grammar as four-tuple(N, SGMA, P, S),
where SGMA is a terminal alphabet, N is a nonterminal alphabet,
P is a set of productions of the form Y where Y and X are in
(N U(union) SGMA ) and Y contains at least one element on N; S is
the designated start symbol in N.
A grammar defines a language by specifying which symbols are
used in writing the language, and which strings of symbols are
permited in the language.
An Example Of A Grammari
G 1. S ^ asBC
2. S abC
3. GB )■ BC
4. bC ?• be
5. eC 7- ec
S is the designated start symbol. C and B are nonterminal symbols.
b and e are terminal symbols. ” > ” represents the production.
S asBC is a production rule or production.
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SENTENTIAL_F0HM: If S represents the stajrt symbol, a sential
form is a string T, such that S— *—^>T (T is derived from S).
SENTENCE: A sentence is a sentential form consisting entirely of
terminal symbols. The languae-e defined by a grammar G, is the
set of its sentences.
LANGUAGE: A language is a set of strings over a finite set of
symbols.
5§AGHINE_LANGyAGE: A machine language is the language of the par¬
ticular computer; hence, this language does not require further
modification before execution by the computer. In short, it is
the language that the machine understands. A language in any
other form would have to be translated to the machine.
: Higher level languages are languages that
are coded in the form that human beings can more easily under¬
stand. They have to be translated into a particular target machine
language.
COMPILER: A compiler is a computer program, written in some pro¬
gramming language called the host language. It takes a source
program written in some higher level language, as input, and
generates an equivalent program in the machine language of the
particular target machine. In orther words, a compiler translates
a source program v/ritten in some /higher level language into a
corresponding machine language program.
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ii5^l2Ai;_ANALYSIS; Lexical analysis is a subset of the compiling
process. This process utilizes the lexical analyzer in recog¬
nizing the tokens in the source program.
A lexical analyzer is a program that recognizes
all the tokens in the source program. It first checks for alpha¬
betical consistency, and then determines how these characters
are assembled into tokens, in accordance with the rules of the
grammar.
As illustrated belov/, let the following renresent the codes
of a source program in Adarprogramming language. The lexical ana¬
lyzer recognizes tokens as shov/n:







It • 11 It nil It • It
• f » If
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Another example:
Source codes: pragma suppress (arange__check, on index);
The tokens are:
"pragma", "suppress", ")", "range", , "check", "on",
"index",
The above definitions will help in demonstrating the fact
that, the compiler operates on the building blocks of the lang¬
uage, to determine how they relate to one another to make sense.
If we will refer to the building blocks of any single process as
its primitives, then v/e can say that, the primitives of a token
are the set of characters that are. included in the character set
of the language. The primitives of a string are also characters.
The primitives of a sentence are tokens. The primitives of a
language are sentences.
It is the duty of the lexical analyzer to determine which
characters belong to the set of characters in the language, and
with use of certain delimiters, identify the tokens formed ny
these characters. These tokens are passed onto the parser pro¬
gram in a sequencial order. The parser then determines if the
set of tokens form proper sentences, according to the rules of .
the grammar.
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Compilation is the process of translating the source
program in a higher level language, into the corresponding machine
language program to he executed on a particular target machine.
The process is summarized by the diagram shown on the next
page. The lexical analyzer is also shown.
8
rhe arro*' " «-->> ” indicates ttie direction of flow.
i Source file containinq the I
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CHAPTER TV/0
ADA
Ada is a programming language designed by the United States
Department of Defense. Since it is a language, it possesses all
the properties mentioned in chanter one. The grammar of the lan¬
guage defines a set of characters that can be included in the set
of characters used in defining tokens. The characters are:
All language construct may be represented with a basic
graphic character set, which is subdivided as follows:
a) upper case letters: A,B,C,G,E,F ,G,H, I,J,K,L,IvI,N, ,Y,Z.
b) digits: 0, 1, 2, 3f 5»' 6. 7, 8, 9.
c) special characters: " # ' ( ) *-i-, !
d) the space character.
The character set may be extended to include further characters
from 95 character ASCII graphic set. These are:
f) lower case letters: a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,Ofk»l»k,n, ...,,y,z.
_ A V C )
g) other special characters:
Every program may be converted into an equivalent program which
uses only the basic character set. These and only these characters
may be included in the character set from which the terminal sym¬
bols of Ada are derived. Several combinations of these characters
derive diferent tokens. The tokens in Ada are identifiers, reserved




The grrammer defines a set of production rules, which when
applied to a set of characters, recognizes all the tolcens, and
the subsets of the set of strings that the tokens belong. A set
of identifiers for example, is a sebset of a set of strings.
The following are the set of production rules for deriving
IDENTIFIERS:
identifier ::=■ letter underscore letter_or_digit
letter or digit letter, digit
letter upper_case_letter, lower__case_letter
Production rules like the one. given above exist for all the
other tokens; numeric literals, character literals, string
literals, etc. These rules can be found in the section on lexical
elements of the Ada reference manual.
CHAPTER THREE
SUMMARY OF PROCEDURE
The lexical analyzer which is about to be described is v/rit-
ten in Pascal. It was designed with a special attention paid on
the timing factors. The strategy is to minimize the number of
subroutine calls to support a somewhat sequential flow. The pro¬
gram is 1700 lines long, and besides the initialization section,
has seven Pascal procedures, each of which is called N/7 times,
where N is the length of the input string.
Another strategy is to minimize searching. This is accom^-
plished by an extensive use of flags. These flags preserve uro¬
gram environments by storing information about them. If we already
have all the information vve need, then v;e do not have to search
for them. However, there is just a little trade off in space for
storing the flags, even though that is almost negligible.








Each of these is a subset of the set of string.
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Since each of the above sets represents an entity, we desire
a means of collecting all the information that relate to each of
these entities. V,e therefore represent each of these entities by
a Pascal procedure. The order of representation is shown belowj
numeric_literals procedure Numbers.
identifiers and reserved words procedure iddentify.
string_literals procedure strlitt.
character literals procedure chalitt.
special symbols procedure getsymb.
A numeric literal for example has to be processed and recog¬
nized in procedure numbers. Similarly, any token that belongs
in any of the categories listed above in the left hand column,
has to be processed and recognized by the corresoonding procedure
on the right.
Each of the above procedures has a xmique program environ¬
ment. Therefore we need a means of storing all information that
relate to such an environment. V.e therefore associate each of the
above procedures with a flag. These flags are responsible for
preserving all needed program environments. The order of associa¬
ting _ a flag with a procedure is shown below.-





Only one of the above procedures can be active at any one
time. The flag associated with each of these procedures pro¬
vides information about the state of the procedure (active or
inactive}. These two states will be made clearer presently.
The source program is on a separate innut file, and Get-
character procedure reads one character at a time from it.
There is a procedure call mainloop, which I will refer to here
as the glabal system. This is because this procedure ;.is res¬
ponsible for calling each of the other procedures depending on
what has been determined to be the current production rule.
Atl.the beginning of run, procedure Getcharacter is first
called by the global system in order to read one character from
the source file. The character is examined to determine what
production rule on the grammar is to be follov/ed. Based on that
decision, one of the above procedure is called(activated).
The current character gotten from Getcharacter is processed-^
at which ever procedure is called first. At the end of processing
the first character, if a token is not yet recognized, the flag
that corresponds to the active procedure is turned on. This flag
will later tell the system whether this procedure is active or
inactive. On receiving subsequent characters from getcharacter,
the system examines all the flags in order to determine which of
the procedures is active, and that procedure is called,,in order
to process the new character. This process continues until a
token is recognized, or a syntax error occurs. The cycle for
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recognizing a token becomes complete, and the currently active
procedure is deactivated by turning off its corresponding flag.
Once a procedure has been ectivated, it stays active until
certain constraints are violated. This hapens when the most re¬
cently obtained character is not a member of the set of characters
that is expected by the particular orocedure. A simple case of
the above phenomenon occurs when the space character is obtained.
This case does not pose any problem, since in Ada, one token could
be seoerated from another token by the space character. We simply
recognize the token made up of all the other characters that pro¬
ceeded the space character.
If the character discussed in the above phenomenon is not the
space character, it cannot be thrown av/ay, even though it would
not constitute one of the characters utilized in recognizing the
token. An example of this circumstance is shown below* A—B; On
reading the equality sign, the system recognizes "A" as an iden¬
tifier, without utilizing the character *•=". Under this circums¬
tance, the character •*=”, should be recognized as the first cha¬
racter of the next set of characters to be obtained.
For this reason, the system needs some wny of restraining
itself from obtaining another character from getcharacter, until
the unused character is processed. We overcome this problem by
having a status flag, which keeps track with all recently ob¬
tained characters. The system is prevented from obtaining a new
character from getcharacter, unless this flag is cleared.
- 15 -
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Using the scheme described above, the lexical analyzer
recognizes one token at a time, until all the tokens in the
source file are recognized. The flowchart v/hich depicts the
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The main program accomplishes its task hy causing an inter¬
action "between several subroutines. All the subroutines used are
Pascal procedures. The list of procedures is given below. Each is
accompanied by a description of how it works. One may notice that
some of the descriptions below may or may not seem to directly
relate to the actual coding on the. program. This is because, most
of these circumstances are represented by flags. However, there
are comments in the program which will help align these flags with
the corresponding circumstances.
PROCEDURE INITIALIZE: This procedure organizes all the characters
defined by the grammar of Ada into several categories. It uses
three arrays(chatype, chaset, chain). These are arrays of integer.
Their indeces run from 0 to 127*
To class a set of characters, the indeces of one of these
arrays that correspond to the ASCII codes of each of the characters
in the set has to map into a common constant.
To class all the digits together for instance, since the
ASCII codes of digits run from 48 for zero, to 58 for nine, we use
the ord function of Pascal as follows:
for i irsi, ord(O) to ord (9) do chatype JLj :« 20;
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Since the ord function returns the ASCII code of a character,
ord( *4*)=52, chatype ord(*4')= chatype 52 . Because the "for
statement" above has initialized the chatype ord( '0*) to ord(*9*)
to 20, each time chatype ord(ch) is 20, ch has to be a digit.
This procedure is called once at the beginning of run, and
these values will remain unchanged.
PROCEDURE OPENDILESs This procedure opens several files for
reading and for writing. The files include the following*
Infl or input-file* This file will contain the source program in
Ada.
Obfl or object-file* This is an output code file. It will contain
the codes for several tokens in the same order they were obtained
from the source program, and the indeces for the tables where the
parser can find them.
Listfl or list-file* This is an output file that will contain
all error messages.
Strfl or string-file* This is an output file. It will contain all
the string literals in the order they were obtained from the
source program.
Tokfl or token-file* This ia an output file which will contain
the actual values of the tokens recognized.
This procedure is called once at the beginning of run.
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PROCEDUHE ERROR* This procedure handles all the erroneous condi¬
tions in the program. Even though all the errors in one source
line are detected, no more than three errors can be indicated on
one source line. Hence the first thing the procedure does is
check to make sure that no more than three errors had previously-
been indicated* " if tex then
Here, tex keeps track of the number of errors that had been
previously indicated. If there has not been more than three errors,
error counter is incremented by one. '• errcnt *■= errcnt+1;.
Next, the procedure stores the point in the source rogram, where
the error occured. The corresponding error message is stored by
the calling routine.
Since an erroneous condition terminates the cycle for recog¬
nizing a token, each time the error routine is called, all the
flags in use are turned off before control is returned to the
calling routine.
20
PROCEDURE V.RITEFILE; This procedure writes the outout of the pro¬
gram into several output files. Since most of the materials to be
written are organized in arrays, it first writes the indeces of
these arrays, before writing the items stored in them. The inde¬
ces will later tell, how many items to expect, in event of any
retrieval.
PROCEDURE GETSYI*1B: This procedure recognizes tokens that are ope¬
rators, special symbols, and delimeters. V>hen the procedure is
initially called, PTR2 has a value of 1 (PTR2 counts the number
of characters in a string). The current character is compared to
if there is a match, then dflag is turned on(the status of
dflag will later tell the system if the previous character was
On obtaining two consecutive the procedure recognizes
a comment.).if ch=."-" then dflag : 1;
If the character is not it is compared to a group of charac¬
ters that belong to a set that could make up tokens that are
two characters long. If there is no match, the character is re¬
cognized as a token that consists of only one character, else it
is stored for further processing.
If PTR2 2, indicating that this is the second character of
this string, the character is compared to if there is a match
and --dflag . is on, the procedure recognizes a comment, else if
the current character belongs to the appropriate group of charac¬
ters, it is recognized together with the first character of the
string, as a token.
21
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PROCEDURE LISTRESVVjDj As the name implies, this procedure initia¬
lizes all the predefined reserved words. It uses an array revwd,
whose indeces run from 1 to 62, since there are 62 reserved words.
All reserved words recognized in the program have to be compared
with these for verification.
PROCEDURE GETCHARACTER: It is the duty of this orocedure to read
one character at a time from the source file. It starts by incre¬
menting PTRl by one(PTRl keeps track with the number of charactes
read so far from the same linej.lt also keeps track with end of
line. PTRl is incremented every time a new character is read.
Vvhen it is equal to "linlth”-,...the end of line flag is turned on.
(linlth is a variable that is equal to the maximum number of cha¬
racters in a line. Its value varies with implementation).
If the end of line is not detected, a character is read from
the source file and control is returned to the main program. On
the other hand, if a end of line is detected, the procedure does
the followings
1. Print out all the error messages on this line, if any.
2. Initialize PTRl
3* Increment the line counter.
Skip to the next line.
5* Read a character from new line.
The flew chart that depicts the above description is shown on
the next page.
i Incretnent PTRlj
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PROCEDURE CHALITRAL; This procedure recognizes character literals.
The production rules for the derivation of character literals is
discussed in chapter two.
It uses chaflag to determine when a valid character has been
obtained. According to the production rule, the character literal
c, for instance has to be enclosed in quotation marks as *c'.
V.hen the first is obtained, chaflag is turned on. This is
depicted by; if (ch=""') and (chaflag =-0) then chaflag ; 1;
Next, a valid character is expected. This character is stored in
the variable temp, and chflag is turned on to indicate that a
valid character has been obtained.




The next character expected is "•••, which flags the token stored
in temp for recognision.
if (ch—and (chflag =1) then
recognize token and return.
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PROCEDURE NUMBERS:This procedure is fully responsible for pro¬
cessing and recognizing numeric literals. These include, real
numbers and integer numbers. Unless specified, the base of a
number is assumed to be ten. Numbers whose base are specified
have the form: base # based_^nteger |^based_integerI# Exponentj.
The brackets indicate optional items. An example of a based
number is 2 y 111 ff. This happens to be the number seven in
base tv;o.
This procedure begins by first validating the entry charac¬
ter. This will prevent the execution of this procedure if an
invalid character is obtained, or any other constraints are
violated. On the other hand, if the entry character is valid,
"nflag" is turned on. This flag will keep the procedure active
(the concept of a procedure being active is explained in chapter
three).
The procedure uses baseflag to distinguish a based number
from a number with an implied base of ten, and intflag to dis¬
tinguish betv/een an integer number and a real number. The basic
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION
My goal is to design and implement a lexical analyzer for
Ada programming language. I have worked on it for several weeks,
having to make a choice be-tween several diferent approaches.
During this period, I have come across several diferent algo¬
rithms, some of which I never even cared to try out, since I
thought that they could not serve the best of my purpose.
I finally came up with the algorithm which I have used in
the following program. I have tested it extensively, first
using a set of date selected according to the syntax of the
Ada language, and then with several diferent sets of date selec-
ed in an arbitrary order.
In all cases, this program successfully recognizes all the
tokens in accordance with rules of the Ada language. I therefore
conclude that this program is a lexical analyzer for the Ada





Several flags are used in the program. They are listed belov/,
and their functions are described.
DFLAG t Unless within character string, a single occurence of the
character is recognized as an operator. On the other hand if
it occurs tv/o consecutive times, it represents the beginning of a
comment. This flag is turned on when the first occurs. However,
if the next character is not the flag is turned back off.
V.hen the currently obtained character is and DFLAG is on, the
system recognizes the beginning of a comment.
BASEFLAG: A based number has the form: inter ^ integer # exponent.
An example of based niimber in Ada is 2;rlll,T, where 2 is the base.
After reading the 2, on reading the system recognizes this
to be a based number, where 2 is the base; BASEFLAG is turned on.
V.hen this flag is on, the current token is a based number.
SVFLAG: This flag represents the status flag mentioned on the
flov/chart in chapter three. A new character cannot be read from the
source file when this flag is on. In other words, it performs some
backtracking function when there is an overflow by one character.
- 29 “
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IDFLAG: Each time a new character is obtained, if this flag is
on, the system recognizes that the only active procedure is
procedure iddentify, and control is transfered there(the concent
"active procedure", is explained in chapter three).
OTLAG: This flag is to procedure numbers, what idflag is to
procedure iddentify.
STHFLAG: This flag tells whether procedure strlitt is active
or not.
CH.^LAG; This flag tells whether procedure chalitt is active
or not.
FHAFLAG: This flag tells whether procedure getpragma is active
or not.
INTFLAG: This flag cones on when the system recognizes that the
token in process is an integer number.
PHT2FLAG: This flag is turned on when the reserved word pragma
is obtained. When this happens, on obtaining the next character,
control is transfered to procedure getpragma in order to recognize
the argifflient of this pragma.
COOTLAG: The argiament of a pragma could be separated by commas.
When a comma is obtained, this flag tells the system to expect
another argument.
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QFLAG: Vihen this flag comes on, procedure numbers recognizes a num¬
eric literal on that pass.
EFLAG: V.hen the letter"e" is obtained v.’hile processing a numeric
literal, this flag is turned on to tell the system that the number
that follov/s is the exponent.
LINEFLAG: This flag keeps track v/ith EOLN.
SPOTLAG; This flag looks ahead for another ". ” after the first
is obtained. This is done inorder to distinguish from
example 5*3 and cnt:l».k.
SGNFLAG; This flag has a little role to play in manipulating




Several variables are used in storing values in the program.
All the global variables are listed belov/, and their functions
described.
Bi Base variable.
CHA^: Array of integers used to initialize diferent classes of
characters, usint their ASCII codes.
CHAINDXs Storage index for character literals.
CHASETi Array of type, integer, used to initialize diferent cla¬
sses of characters, using their ASCII codes.
CHATY?: Has a similar function to chaset and chain above.
CH^IT: Array of type, character used for storing character lite¬





ERROR; A boolean value that comes true when there is a lexical
error in the source program.
ERRGNT: Integer used for counting errors found in the source pro¬
gram.
EXPO; Storage variable for the exponent.
I:
IDNTFIER; An array of strings used for storing the identifiers
that have been recognized.
IINDX; Storage index for integers recognized.
INTNUMBERi
LCHCK;
LINCNT; Count the lines of the source program.
NSRROR; A boolean variable that comes true when an erroneous situar
tion is encountered. V.hen this happens all flags are turned off,
thereby reinitializing all cycles.
NUMBER; Temporal storage variable for the numeric literal.
P. ARTRIBUTS;
PRAINDX; Storage index for the argument of a pragma.
^Rl; Acounting variable for the number of characters read so far,
from a source line.
^R2; A counting variable for the characters of a string.
SAMt'Lt ADA PROGRAM
GENtlRIC
TYPii INDEX IS RANGE <>;
TYPii real is digits <>:
TYPE INTVEC IS ARRAY tIrtDEX) OF IJ^iDEX;
TYPE VECTOR IS ARRAY (INDEX) OF PEAL f
TYPE MATRIX IS ARRAY (InDEX,INDEX) OF REAL;
package LINPACK IS
FUNCTION ISAMAX(N:INDEX;X:V£CT0R) RETURN INDEX;
FUNCTION SASUiM(n;INDEX;a: VECTOR) RETURN REAL;
function SDQTCN;INDEX;X,Y:VECT0r) RETURN REAL;
PROCEDURE SAXPYCN:INDEX;S;REAL;X;VECTOR;Y:IN OUT VECTOR);





PROCEDURE SGESLCA;IN OUT MATRIX;LDA,N;INDEX;IPVI;IN OUT INTVEC;
B:IN OUT VECTOR;JOB;IhDEX);
PROCEDURE SGEFA(A;IN OUT MAXRIX;LdA,N;INDEX;IPVTtIN OUT INTVEC;
iNFOtOUT INDEX);
END LINPACK;
PACKAGE BODY LINPACK IS




IF N<1 THEN return 0; END IF;
IF N=i Then retukn i; end if;
XMAX:=ABSCX(I));









LIXICAL UL'TPuT: TOKEN TASL£S
PEStRVEO WQkDS
GENERIC TYPE IS Range DIGITS ARRAY OF HACKAGE
FOMCTIOtJ RETURN PROCEDURE IN OUT END bOOY 6 EG11«
ir Then FOR LuOP MUD While e.LS IF else
IDEMIFItRS
INDEX REAL INTVEC Vector MATRIX LINPACX SAMAX N
SASUM SDOT Y SAXPY S SSCAL CONVRT.M
K L A V INC RECONVRTIi C'JNVRTV B
RECONVRTV SGESL LOA ipvr jOu SGEF A INFO IMAX
max abs 1 M Ml SUM temp KB
NMl T J KPI
integers
1 0 2 6 3 4 5
reals
0, OOOOOOOOOE-t-00 1 .OOOOuOuOOE-t-OO
SPECIAL SYKoOLS A.jO OPERATORS
<>;(),!:=<



































































7 2 8 3
7 3 8 3
7 14 2
4 3 7 1
8 2 7 5
7 14 4
7 6 8 3
4 6 7 1
8 10 7 1
7 8 4 6
4 4 8 10
4 3 7 8
7 12 4 6
9 11 8 11
4 2 7 14
7 4 4 2
4 4 4 2
4 6 7 1
7 9 4 6

























i* THIS IS A LEXICAL ANALYiiEk FOk ADA PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE, ♦)
(♦ MOST OF THE OUCUMENi'A'llON PRECEDE THE PROGRAM, ALTHOUGH *)
(♦ there are SOME DOCUhENTATIONS WITHIN THE PROGRAM, ♦)
PROGRAM LEXADA(IimPUT,OUTPUX,OBJFL,LISTFL, InFL,STRFL, rOKFLJ }
CONST CINDX = 20; RWCM = 62 ; PRALT=15; TT=3; LXNLTH=dO; LINEC0UE=9
INTCODE = 2; REALCOUE = 3; 6YMCQDE = 4; SIRCDUE = 5; CHACODE = o;
IDENTCODE = 7; RSWCUDE r a;
TYPE STRING = PACKED AhRAY [ 1.,RWCMT] OF CHAR;
DIGIT = PACKED ARhAYCi..CINDXJ UF CHAR;
PKALGNT ss packed array tl, .PRALT3 Of ChAr;
DUBB = PACKED ARRAYtl..23 OF CHAR;
ERR = PACKED ARRAY Cl.,3b] OF CHAR;
VAR





SIRLTIPACKED ARRAYC1..LINLTH] OF CHAR;





























FOR I ;= okdc 'A') TO orDc 3 OO CHATYPCI3 := 42?
FOR 1 ;= ORDC 'a') TO OrD c 3 JO CriATYPCi) := 44;
FOR I := ORDC '0') TO OrDc '9' 3 UO ChATYPCi] := 15?
chatypcordc'. ')] z 31;
CHATYPCORDC'i ')] s 1? CHATYPCORDC'"' 33 Z 30?
CHATYPCORDC'? ')] s 2? chatypcohdc's' 33 z 3?
CHATYP[0RD(*-4 ')] s 4? CHATYPCORDC'S.' 33 z 5?
CHATYPCORDC" ")3 • ••• •• 6; CHATYP LORDC'-C' 33 z 7?
chatypcordc') '33 s 8? CKATYP COKDC'»' 33 z 9?
CHATYPLORDC'+ ')3 s 10; CHATYPCORDC'-' 33 z 11?
CHATYPCORDC*/ ')] s 12; CHATYPCORDC';' 33 z 13?
CHATYPCORDC'; ')] s 14? chatypcordc'<' 33 z 15?
CHATYPCORDC'= ')) z 16; chatypcordc'>' 33 z 17?
CHATYPCORDC'? '33 s 16? CHATYPCORDC'!?' 33 z 19?
CHATYPCORDC'C '33 s 20; CHATYPC0RDC'\' 33 z 21?
CHATYPCORDC'3 '33 = 22; CHATYPlORDC'"' 33 z 23?
CHATYPCOROC'- '33 = 24; CHATYPCORDC'*' 33 z 25;
CHATYPCORDC'{ '33 s 26; CHATYPCORDC'i' 33 z 27?
CHATYPCORDC') '33 s 28? CHATYPCOrDC'"' 33 z 29;
CHATYPCOKDp , '33 = 32;
FOR I ;= ORDC 'i'3 TO ORDC »II * 3 DO CHASETCI3 := 10?





































CHASE! CORDC )] := 10?
FOR I ;= ORD('G') TO
FOR I ;= ORD('g') TO
URD('Z')
ORDC'Z')
DU CHASETCIJ ;= 7?
DO CHASETCI3 ?= 7;
CHASETIORD ('.')] : = 35? CriASEl [QRD ( ' - ' ) 3 t = 35 ? ChASEI CORD C ' # ' ) 3 : = 35?
CHASEI[ORDC'+')3:=35?
FOR I := ORD('<'‘) TO URO('>') DO CHAINCI3 i- 17?
CHAINCORDC'^')] := 17; CHAIN CORDC3 '•= 17?
CrtAIN[ORD(';')3 := 18? CHAINCURu('/')3 ?= 18?
FOR I := ORDC'f) TO ORD(')') DO CHAINCI3 ?= 21?
FOR 1 := ORDt' + ') TO ORDC'-') DO CHAI*NCI3 :=21?
chaincord(';')3 ;= 21;
CHATYPCORDC ')3 ;s 50























FOR N := STAT TO PThl-l DO
IF ORDCCHTtNJ) = 9 THEN
TPSTOCNJ ;= CHR(9)
ELSE
IPSTQIN] ;= ' ';
TPSTOCPTRl) ;= '•';
STAT := PTRl + 1;
ENO;
FOR N := 1 TO STINDX DO STRLT[N] ;= '
STINDX ;= 0;
EERQR :s TRUE;
NERROR := TRUE; THPP ;= ' ';
QQUITFLAG:=0; LITFLAG;=0; INTFLAG;=0; SFLAG:=0; PTFLAG;=0; QFLAG:=0
IDFLAG:=0; £FLAG;=0; CHFLAG;so; DFLAG;=0; COMFLAG ;= 0;
PTR2 := 0; NUMBER:=o; dcmal;=o; exPo;=o;
FOR N := 1 TO CINDX DO TEMPORAL[N] ;= ' ';
FOR N :s 1 TO PHALT DO TMPPRCW)
TEKP ;= ' '; STCH ;s ' ';
BASEFLAG := 0; GElSFLAG ;= 0; FTFLAG := 0; 5VFLAG ;= 0;
IDEMFLAG ;= O; SVSFLaG ;= 0; SGNFLAG ;s o;
CHAFLAG ;= 0; CWTPNl ;= 0;
STRFLAG := 0;
NFLAG ;s O; SPNTFLAG ;= 0;
CVFLAG := 0;
praflag := 0










FOR N := 1 TO CHAINDX DO
WRITELN(T0KFL,CHALIT[N]);
FOR N := 1 TO PRAINUX DO
WRlTELN(TOKFL,P-ATRlhUXE[N]);
FOR N := 1 TO RWINDX DO
WRITELNCTOKFL,RVvvOhD LNJ ) ;
FOR N := I TO IDINDX DO
WR1TELNCT0KFL,IDNTFIERLNJ);
FOR N := 1 TO lINDX DO
WRITELN(TOKFL,INTNUMbRtN3);
FOR N := 1 TO RINDX DO
WRITELM(TOKFL,REALNUMBR[N]);
FOR N ;= 1 TO SYMINDX DO
WRITELN(TOKFL,SYMBBULtN])




IF (SPNTFLAG = UAwDCPlR2 = 0) THEN PTK2 := It
IF PIR2 = 1 THEN
BEGIN
IF CH = THEN DFLAG := 1;









tRHOK; argument KUSI BE AN IDENTIFIER *)
IF TEXX < i THEN
BEGIN
TEXX := TEXX + 1;






end; (♦ get.pragma ♦)
PROCEDURE IDDENTIFY;




IF NERROR = FALSE THEN IDENIFLAG := 1;
FLAG ;= o;
sv.chaflag := o;




svflag := i; c* characeter is a delimiter
REMFLAG := 0;
IF (EOLNtINFL) )A;\iD(CCHATYP[0RD(CH)]=4 2 3 0KCCHATYP[0RD(CH) ]=44)OR
(CHATYP[ORDfCH)]sl5?OR(CH='.')) THEN





PTR2 ;= CINDX; CINDX = 20 *)
IF NERROR = FALSE THEN SV_CHAFLAG ;=1
end; c* sex up condition for identification *)
IF idflag = 0 then
begin (♦identifier not yet recorgnized *)
IF CPTR2 <= CINDX) AND ((CHAIYPCORD(CH)] = 42) OR
(CHATYPLORDCCH)) Ok (CHATYPCuRDCCH)) = 15) OR (CH = '-')) THEN
BEGIN







IF P'1R2 = 2 THEN
BEGIN








IF (CHAimORDCCH)] = 1 7 ) AND (CHT CPTRl-1] <> ' - ' ) THEN GSBLP1R2] := CH
ELSE
BEGIN










IF (GETSFLAG = 1) AND (FTFLAG = 0) THEN
BEGIN
IF PTR2 < 2 THEN GSB(2]
SYMINDX ;= SYMINDX + l;
SYHBBQLCSYMINDX] ;= GSB;




IF SVFLAG = 0 THEN PTR2 ;= 0
end;
IF SPNTFLAG = 1 THEN
BEGIN
SPNTFLAG := O;












; RSVWDI2] ;= 'DECLARE
; RSVNDC4] := 'OF
; RSVWDC6] ;= 'ACCEPT
; RSVwDCS] ;= 'GOTO
; RSVwDilO] := 'SEPERATE
'; rsvwd[123 ;= 'delta





RSVWDC13] = 'OTHERS RSVWD(14] = 'SUBTYPE
RSV'wDilS] = 'ALL KSVWD(16) = 'DIGITS
RSVWD (17) = 'IF RSVWDdS) = 'OUT
RSVWDC19) = 'AND RSVWd[20) = 'DO
RSVWDC2i) = 'IN KSVWD(22) = 'TASK
RSVWDC23] = 'ARRAY RSVWD(24) = 'IS
RSVWD(25] = 'PACKAGE ' KSVWD(26) = 'terminate
RSVWDC27] = 'AT KSVWU (28) = 'PRAGMA
RSVWD(29) = 'TnEN ' RSVWD(30) = 'ELSE
RSVWD(31) = 'PRIVATE RSVWD(32j = 'TYPE
RSVWDC33) = 'ELSIF ' RSVWO[34) = 'LIMITED
RSVWD (35) = 'PROCEDURE kSVWD(36] = 'END
RSVWD(37) = 'LOOP RSVWD[383 = 'BEGIN
RSVwD(39) = 'ENTRY RSVWD(40) = 'RAISE
R5VWD(41) = 'USE RSVWD(42) = 'BODY
RSVwD(43) = 'EXCEPTION KSVW0(44) = 'RANGE
RSVWD (45) = 'EXIT '; RSVWD(46) = 'MOD
RSVWD(47) = 'RECORD ' RSVWD(48) = 'when
RSVWD(49) = 'REM RSVWD(50) = 'WHILE
RSVWD(51) s 'NEW ' RSVWD(52) = 'RENAMES
R5VWD(53) = 'WITH • • ' RSVWD(54) = 'CASE
RSVWD(55) = 'FOR RSVWD(5o) = 'NOT
RSVWDC57) = 'return ' RSVWD(58) = 'constant
RSVWD(59) = 'FUNCTION ' RSVWD(60) = 'NULL




TPPMIPACKED ARRAYC1,.35] OF CHAR;
BEGIN
PTRl := PTkl + 1; (♦counts CHARACTERS IN A LINE*)
IF (PTRl > LINLTH) OR (EOLN(INFL)) OR (LINEFLAG=1) THEN
BEGIN




FOR N ;= 1 TO LINLTH-4 DQ wRITE(LISTFL,CHT[N]);
WRITELN(LISTFL);
WRITE(LISTFL,' ';4);
FOR N ;= I TO LIHLTH-4 DO WRITE(LISTFL>TPST0CNJ);
WRITELN(LISTFL);
WRITE(LISTFL,* *:4);
FUR N ;= 1 TO LINLTH DO
BEGIN
IF TPSTOCnIO'*' then WKlrE(LlSTFL,IPSTU[N] )
ELSE
BEGIN








FOR N := 1 TO 3 DO
BEGIN




FOR N := 1 TO 3 DU STECNTCN] := 0;
FOR N := 1 TO 35 DO TPPMCNl := '
FOR N := 1 TO 3 DO STERRCN] := TPPM;
FOR N ;= 1 TO LINLTH DO TPSTOCN] := ' '





LINCNT := LINCNT + 1; (♦ COUNT SOURCE LINES
WRIXELNC0BJFL,LINEC0DE); '
WKITELN(OBJFL,LINCNT);




IF NOT EOF(INFL) THEN
READCINFL,CH)
ELSE CH ;= ' ';
CHTtPTRl] := CH; (♦ KEEPS TRACK WITH CHARACTERS READ »)
IF CCH = AND (NFLAG = 1) THEN GETCHAR; (* IGNORE UNDERSCORES ♦)
IF PIR2 < CINOX THEN PTR2 := PTR2 + i;
lineflag := o;
NERROR := FALSE










IF TEXX < 3 THEN
BEGIN
TEXX := TEXX + l;
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IF TEXX < 3 THEN
BEGIN
TEXX := TEXX + 1;




IF CCHAFLAG = 1) AnD CCHFLaG = 0) THEN
BEGIN
TEMP ;= CH;
IF NERKOR = FALSE THEN








TEMP := IT; (♦ SWAP TEMP AND CH *)








IF (CH = AND (CHFLAG = 1) THEN
BEGIN









END; C* OF CHALITRAL ♦)
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PRQCtDURE STR_LITRAL;










IF TEXX < 3 THEN
BEGIN











IF TEXX < 3 then
bEGIN
TEXX := TEXX + l;










IF (CH='"']AND (STRFLAG = 1) THEN
BEGIN





IF CH = THEN
BEGIN
STINDX := STINUX + 1;
STHLT [STlNDX] := SVC;
END C*CH='"'»)




IF EOLN(INFL) THEN CH ;= ''
end; (♦CH='"* and SThFLAG = !♦)




FOR N!= 1 TO STINDX DO STRLT[N] ;= '









IF CEOLNCINFD) and CCh <> THEN
BEGIN
error;
IF TEXX < 3 THEN
BEGIN
TEXX ;= TEXX + 1;











IF PTR2 = 1 THEN
BEGIN
IF CH = then TMFPKCPTH2] ;= CH
ELSE











ERRuR; (♦ ARGUMENT MUST BE AN lUluTIFIER
IF TEXX< 3 then
BEGIN
TEXX := TEXX + l;
sxerrctexx] :='argument must be an identifier
END
END
ENU (♦PTR2 = 1 »)
ELSE
IF PTR2 = 2 then
BEGIN
IF CH = *>’ THEN
BEGIN
TKPPR[PTR2] := CH;
IF PTR2 < PRALT THEN
FOR N := PTR2 +1 TO PRALT DO TwPPRtN] := '
PRAINDX := PRAlNuX + 1;
P_ATRIBUTEIPRAINDX] ;= TMPPR;
FOR N := 1 TO PkALT DO TMPPR [N] ;= '
PTR2 := 0
END CH = •>* ♦)
else
IF (CHATyP[DRDCCH)3=42) UR tCHATYP[ORD(CH)]=44) UR (CHATYPtORD(CH)3=15)




error; C» argument must be an identifier ♦)
IF TEXX < 3 then
BEGIN
TEXX J= TEXX +1*




END (♦PTR2 = 2»)
ELSE
BEGIN
IF (CH = '(') OR (CH = ')') THEN
BEGIN
IF PTR2 < PRALT THEN
9 9
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FUR N ;= PTK2 + 1 TO PRALl DO T/'lPFR[N] ; =
PHAINDX := PRAIDOX + l;
P_ATRlBUTt [PRAINDX] := TMPPR;
FOR N := 1 TO PkALT Du TMpPktiO := '





IF TEXX < 3 then
BEGIN







IF CH <> THEN
BEGIN
ERROR; (* MISSING SEMICOLON
IF TEXX < 3 THEN
BEGIN








END NOT EOLN(INFL) »)
end (♦ CH ='(' OR ♦)
else
IF (CH = OR (CH = ' ')0RCORU(CH)=9) THEN
BEGIN
IF (TMPPRCl] <> ' ')ANU (ORDCTMPPRdJ )<>9) THEN
BEGIN
IF PTR2 < PRALT THEN
FOR N ;= PTR2 + 1 TO PRALT DO TMPPR [NJ ;= '
PRAINDX := PRAINDX + IJ
P-ATRibutecpraindx] := tmppr;
FOR N := 1 TO PrALT DU TMPPR[N] := * ';
PTR2 ;= 0;
IF NERROR = FALSE THEN COMFLAG := 1
END
end (♦ CH = '*' OR ' ' ♦)
ELSE
IF (CHATyP[OKD(Cri)]=42) OR (CHATYP[ORDCCHJJ=44) OR (CHATYP lORDCCH))=15)
UR (CH = '-') THEN
TMPPR [PTR2) := CH
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IF i;PTR2 =CINDX) AMD( CCHO' ' )OR(URU CCH) <>9)DK(NOT cOLN (INFL3 )OR
CCriASFT roRDCCH)] <>l030rt(CHASfc.T COhDCCH) ] 035)) AND CS V_CHAFLAG = (J) THEN
BEGIN
wHlLECCHO' ')AND(URDCCH)<>9)AND(NUT EOLN C INFL) ) AND
(CHASETCURDCCH)]<>10)ANDCCHASET[ORDCCH)]035) DO
GEICHAR; (♦read and ignore chars, identifier >20 CHARS ♦)
IF CH = THEN
BEGIN (♦ CANNuT TERMINATE AN IDENTIFIER ♦)
error;
IF TeXX < 3 THEN
BEGIN





IF (CH = ' ')0R((jRD(CH)=9) OR (EOLN(INFL)) THEN CH '
END (♦READ AND IGNORE CHARACTERS WHEN IDENT LONGER THAN 20 CHARS ♦)
ELSE
IF (CHATYP[0RD(CH)3<>42)AND(CHATTP[0RD(CH)]O44)AND(CHATTPt0RD(CH) ]015
AND(CHO'_')AND(SV-CHAFLaG = 0) THEN (♦SV_CHAFLAG=0 THEN CHO ' ' ♦)
BEGIN
ERROR;
IF TEXX < 3 THEN
BEGIN
TEXX := TEXX + i;




(CHASETtORDCCH)]=lO)OR (CHASET (URD (CH) ] =35)) AND (ChO'» ' ) THEN
BEGIN (♦ F-BLOCK ♦)
IF ((CHASET[ORO(CH)3=10)OR(CHASETCORD(CH)]=35))ANDCN£RROR=FALSE) THEN
SVFLAG := l; (♦ IDENTIFIER TERMINATED BY A DELIMITER ♦)
identflag ;= O;
IF SV-CHAFLAG = 1 THEN
BEGIN
IF SVPTR2 < PTR2 THEN IF STRING SHORTER THAN PTR2,
FILL UP WITH blanks^)
IF REMFLAG = 1 THEN
FOR I ;= SVPTR2+1 TO PTR2 DO TEMPORAL [D := * '
ELSE
FOR I := SVPTR2 TO PTR2 DO TEMPORAL CD := '
SV«CHAFLAG := 0
END;
FOR N := 1 TO CINDX DO (♦CINDX = 20^)
BEGIN
IDENT (N) ;= temporal [N];
TEHPURALtN) := '
IF NERROR = FALSE THEN IDFLaG :=1
end
end; (♦ PIR2 = CINDX ♦)
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If (Ti:FLAG=l)AND(lDtNl = 'PHtGMA ' ) AND (SVFLAGsl) THEN
begin
ERROR;
IF TEXX < 3 THEN
BEGIN
TEXX ;= TEXX + ir




IF (IDFLAG = 1) AND (IDENT = 'PRAGMA ') THEN
BEGIN







IF NEkROR = FALSE THEN PRAFlAG := 1
END
ELSE




FOR N := 1 TO RWInDX UO
IF RSVWDCN] = IDEM THEN
BEGIN








IF FLAG = 0 THEN
BEGIN
IDINDX ;= IDINDX + 1;
IDNTFIERCIDINDX] ;= IDEM;





END (♦ IDFLAG = 1 ♦)












IF CChT[PIR1-1] = 'j') ANi> iBASEFLAG = 0) AND (CHASLT [OhD (CH) J = 7) THEN
BEGIN
error;
IF TEXX < 3 THEN
BEGIN
TEXX != TEXX +1;




If (BASEFLAG=0)AND(EFLAG=0)ANU(CHASET[ORD(CH)] = 7) THEN
BEGIN
ERROR;
IF TEXX < 3 THEN
BEGIN
TEXX ;= TEXX +1;




IF CEFLAG = DANDCSTCH s 'E')AWD(CCHATYPC0RDCCH)]<>15)AND(CH<>'-')AND
CCH<>'+') OR (EOLN(INFL))) THEN
BEGIN
ERROR;
IF TEXX < 3 THEN
begin
TEXX :» TEXX + l;







IF TEXX < 3 THEN
BEGIN
TEXX := TEXX + 1;




If chasetcordcch)] s 10 then
BEGIN
If CEfLAG = 1) AND (STCH = 'E') THEN
BEGIN
ERROR;
If TEXX < 3 then
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BEGIN













IF TEXX < 3 then
BEGIN




end (♦ CHASET = 10
ELSE
BEGIN
IF CCHATYP[0RDCCH)]=15) UR (CHASET[ORD(CH)]=20) THEN
BEGIN
IF BASEFLAG = 0 THEN (♦ NO ENCOUNTERED
BEGIN
BBASE := 10;
IF NERROR = FALSE THEN NFLAG := 1
end;
IF (BASEFLAG=l) AND (CHT[PTRI-13 = '#') THEN
BEGIN (* FIRST TIME IN THIS PROCEDURE
IF INTFLAG r l THEN







IF BASEFLAG = 1 THEN
BEGIN (♦BASE MAY NOT BE STANDARD ONLY WHEN BASEFLAG = 1 ♦)
ERROR; (* BASE CANNOT BE A REAL VALUE »)
IF TEXX< 3 then
BEGIN
TEXX •= TEXX + i;
STERRCTEXX] : = 'BASE CANNOT BE A REAL VALUE '
END
end;








IF BBASE <= 1 THEN
BEGIN
ERROR? (♦ base must BE > 1 ♦)
IF TEXX‘< 3 THEN
BEGIN








IF ((SVE >= BBASE) Ok (CHATYRrQRD(CH)]=0)) AND (BASEFLAG = I)
THEN (♦ SVE = computed VALUE Of CHAR ♦)
BEGIN
ERROR? (♦ either DIGIT >= BASE OR UNACCEPTABLE CHARACTER ♦)
IF TEXX < 3 THEN
BEGIN
TEXX ;= TEXX + 1?
STERRCTEXX];='DIGIT >= bASE, OR BAD CHARACTER '
END
END?
IF BBASE > 16 THEN
BEGIN
ERROR? (♦ BASE MUST BE <= 16 ♦)
IF TEXX < 3 then
BEGIN
TEXX ;= TEXX + 1?
STERRCTEXX);='BASE MUST BE <= 16 '
END
END
END (♦ CHASETCORD(CH)) = 20 ♦)
END? (♦ CHO ETC ♦)
IF NERROK = false THEN (* IF NO ERROR IN FIRST PART ♦)
BEGIN
IF (CH = ' ')OR(ORU(CH)=9)OR(CHASETCORD(CH)]s10)OR
(SVSFLAG=1) Then (♦a delimiter encountered*)
BEGIN





IF (BASEFLAG s 0)AND(NERROR = FALSE) THEN QFLAG ;= 1
ELSE
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error; (♦ NO blank between same logical unit
IF TEXX < 3 then
BEGIN






CASE CHATYP [ORD(CH)] OF
3i: BEGIN (» CH =
IF CRTFLAG = 0)AND(NERKOR = FALSE) THEN









IF dASEFLaG = 1 then
begin
ERROR;
IF TEXX < 3 Then
begin








IF TEXX < 3 THEN
BEGIN












error; {» CANNOT HAVE MORE THAN ONCE ♦)










11,lO: BEGIN (» CH = UR *)
IF (SFLAG = 0)AnD(EFLAG=1)ANDCNERRQH=FALSE) THEN
BEGIN (♦ IF FIRST TIME HERE=»)
SFLAG := i;
IF CCH = IANDCNEKRORsFALSE) then SGNFLAG := I
END
ELSE
IF BASEFLAG = 1 THEN
BEGIN
ERnOR;
IF TEXX < 3 THEN
BEGIN








IF lEXX < 3 THEN
BEGIN












error; (♦'+' OR TWICE BETWEEN NUMBER »)
IF TEXX < 3 THEN
BEGIN





2,42,44,15: BEGIN CH s DIGIT, OR LETTER ♦)




IF lEXX < 3 THEW
BEGIN
TEXX ;= TEXX + i:




IF BASLFLAG r 0 THEN (♦ NO ' If' ENCOUNTERED ♦)
BEGIN
IF (CHAIYPCURDCCH)] = 15) THEN (♦ DIGIT ♦)
BEGIN
IF CFTFLaG=0) and CEFLAG = 0) THEN
BEGIN
NUMBER := CNUMoER ♦ BBASE) + OHDCCH)-48;
IF (NEKROR = FALSE)ANDCPTFLAG=0) THEw INTFLAG := I
END
ELSE
IF (PTFLAG=1) and (EFLAG = 0) THEN
BEGIN
CNTPNT :s CNTPNT +1; (»COUNT DIGITS AFTER *)
STBASE := BBASE,;
IF CNTPNT > 1 THEN
FOR I ;s 2 TO CNTPNT DO
STBASE := STBASE ♦ BBASE; (♦BASE**CrtTFNT»)
T := uRD(CH)-48;
DB ;r T/STBASE; (♦ B=CH»»-CNTPNT ♦)





BEGIN (» BOTH 'E' AND OK ENCOUNTEHDE ♦)
(♦ COMPUTE value OF EXPONENT ♦)
IF PTFLAG s 1 THEN INTFLAG ;= O;
EXPO := EXrO ♦ 10 + QRD(CH)-48
END








ERROR; C* BASEFLAG = 0 MEANS NO ENCOUNTERED, ♦)
(» CANNOT HAVE A NON DIGIT, ♦)
IF TEXX < 3 THEN
BEGIN
TEXX := TEXX + 1;








IF XEXX < 3 then
BEGIN
TEXX := TEXX + 1}
STERRCTEXa]:='BAD character IN number
end
END
END; BASEFLAG = 0 :^*******^***^*)
IF BASEFLAG = 1 THEN
BEGIN
IF CH s 'jt' THEN (♦ SECOND ENCOUNTERED »)
BASEFLAG ;= 0
ELSE
IF PTFLAG = 0 then
BEGIN
IF CH <= '9' THEN
NUMBER ;= NUMBER * aBASE + C0RD(CH)-4b)
ELSE
IF CKASETCORDCCH)1 = 20 THEN (♦ CH = A, lO F ♦)
number := number * BBASE + (0RD(CH)-55)
ELSE
BEGIN
ERROR; (♦ CANNOT HAVE OTHER CHARCTtRS ♦)
IF TEXX < 3 then
BEGIN
TEXX s= XEXX + 1;
STERRCTEXX3:='CHaRACTER MUST HAVE A NUMERIC VALUE'
END
END;
IF NERROR = FALSE THEN INTFLAG := 1
END (♦ FTFLAG = 0
else
IF CPTFLAG = 1) AND (BASEFLAG = 1) THEN -
BEGIN (=•= COMPUTE VALUE OF DECIMAL PART *)
CNTPnT := CNTPNT + 1;
STBASE := BBASE;
IF CNTPNT > 1 THEN
FOR I := 2 TO CNTPNT DO
STBASE ;= STBASE ♦ BBASE;






DCMAL := DCHAL + UB;
INTFLAG := Q
END (♦ PTFLAG = 1 ♦)
END BASEFLAG = 1 ♦)
END C+CH = UR DIGIT OH LETTER *)
END; (♦ CASE *)




IF QFLAG = 1 THEN (♦ QFLAG GETS SET WHEN A BLANK CHAR IS HEAD ♦)
BEGIN
If BASEFLAG = 0 THEN
BEGIN
IF EXPO <> 0 then
BEGIN
BBB := BBASE;
IF EXPO > 1 then
FOR I := 2 TO EXPO DO
BBB ;= BBB ♦ B8ASE;
IF INTFLAG = 1 THEN
BEGIN
IF STCH = TnEN
BEGIN
ERROR;
IF TEXX < 3 THEN
BEGIN
TEXX := TEXX + i;
STEKRCTEXX):='INTEGER EXPONENT MUST >= 0 '
END;




NUMBER ;= NUMBER ♦ 8Bt>;










END C* INTFLAG = 1 ♦)
ELSE
BEGIN
HINDX := RINDX + 1;
IF SGNFLAG r 1 THEN
REALNUMBRlRINUXJ ;= (NUMBER + DCMAL)/BBB
60
e:lse
REALNUMBkChINDX] != (NUMBER DCMAL) * BBB
SGNFLAG := 0;
TN := (NUMBEk + dcmad^bbb;
wRlT£LN(OBJFij,REALCODEj ?
NUMBER := O: DCMAL := 0? PTR2 := 0;
BBASE := 0; EXpo := 0; STCH := '
END
END (♦ EXPO <> 0 ♦)
ELSE
IF INTFLAG = 1 THEN
BEGIN








END C + INTFLAG = !=(')
ELSE
BEGIN
RINDX := RINDX + l;
REALNUMBRtPINLXi ;= NUMBER + LCHAL;
WkITELN(OBJFL,REALCUDE);





END (♦ BASEFLAG = 0
ELSE
BEGIN
ERROR; C* BASED NUMBER VIOLATION
IF TEXX < 3 THEN
BEGIN
TEXX := texx + i;










end C» QFLAG = !♦)
ELSE
IF NEKROR = TRUE THEN
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rtRITiiLN (LISTFL,'ATEMPT TU CAUCULATE VALUE OF NUMtsER ABORTED J')
ELSE
STCU := CH;
END; (.* NERROK = FALSE
dflag ;= u;






WHILE (NOT EOF(INFL)) UO
BEGlNC^wHILE*)
SVVFLAG := 0;
IF CVFLAG <> 0 then (» CvFLAG IS TURNED ON AT PROCEDURE CHALITRAL ♦)
BEGIN (♦ CONDirlON s 'FBG OR COnD'JOT ♦)
IF CVFLAG = 2 THEN (* HERE CHARACTER IS A TOKEN BY ITSELF ♦)









IF CSVFLAG = 0) AMD C5PNXFLAG = 0)THEN GETCHAR
ELSE






IF PRAFLAG = 1 THEN GET.PkAGMA
ELSE
IF PTR2 = 1 Then
BEGIN
IF CH = THEN
BEGIN
IF CHATYPlORD(CHI[pTRl-l3)] <> 15 THEN (♦PRED(CH)ODlGIT ♦)
BEGIN
ERROR;
IF TEXX < 3 then
BEGIN





IF EFLAG = 1 THEN
BEGIN
EKRUR;
IF TEXX < 3 THEN
BEGIN
TEXX ;= texx + i;




IF (BASEFLAG s 0)AMU(NERRaR=FALSE) THEN BASEFLAG := 1;
EnDC* CH = •»)
ELSE
IF CH = "" THEN CHALITRAL
ELSE
IF CH = then STH_LITRAL ’
ELSE
IF getsflag = 1 then GET-SYMB
ELSE
IF CH = then GET-SYMB
ELSE
IF CCH = ' ') OH lORD(CH)=9) THEN
PTK2 := 0 (♦ read and ignore blanks
ELSE
IF CCHASETtORDCCH)] = 10) OR CCHASET [URDCCH)] = 35) THEN
GET-SYMB C* CH s SPECIAL CHARACTER ♦)
ELSE
IF CCHATYPC0RDCCH)]=42) OR (CHATYPtORDCCh)]=44) THEN
BEGIN
TEMPORALCPTR2] 1= CH;
IF NERROR = FALSE THEN IDENTFLAG ;= 1
END
ELSE
IF CHATYPCQRDCCH)) = 15 THEN NUMBERS
ELSE
BEGIN
ERROR; (* FIRST CHARACTER OF IDENTIFIER MUST BE A LETTER i ♦)
IF TEXX < 3 then
BEGIN
TEXX ;= TEXX + l;
STERRCTEXX);='IDEnTIFIER MUST START WITH LETTER '
END
END
ENDC* PTR2 = 1 ♦)
ELSE
IF (NFLAG = 1) AND (BASEFLAG = 0) AND (CH = '#') THEN
BEGIN




IF TEXX < 3 then
BEGIN
TEXX := TEXX + i;




IF (DBASE = 10)AND(NEkRUR=FALSE) THEN




IF TEXX < 3 THEN
BEGIN






IF (NFLAG =l ) OR (BASEFLAG = 1) THEN
NUMBERS
ELSE
IF GETSFLAG = 1 THEN
get.symb
ELSE
IF IDENTFLAG = 1 THEN
IUDENTIFY
ELSE
IF CHAFLAG = I THEN
chaliiral
ELSE






IF TEXX < 3 THEN
BEGIN






IF CHATYPtORD(CHT[FTHl-l])] <> 15 THEN (♦IF PRED(CH)ODIGIT*)
BEGIN
ERROR;
IF TEXX < 3 THEN
BEGIN






IF EFLAG = 1 THEN
BEGIN
ERROR;
IF lEXX < 3 THEN
BEGIN
texx := TEXx + I;



















EXPO ;= 0; DCMAL := 0; NUMBER ;= 0; COMFLAG ;= 0;
FOR I ;= 1 TO CINDX DO TEMPORAL Cl J
FOR I := 1 TO PRALT DO XMpPkCI] := '
dflag;=o; intflag:=o; qflaG;=o; ptflag:=o; sflag:=0; chflaG:so;
PRAFLAG;=0;nflAG;sO; QQUITFLAg:=0; CHAFLAG:=0; LITFLAG;=0;
IuENTFLAG:=0; BASEFLAGisO; cntpnt:=o; lincnt:=1; EFLAG;=0;
CriAiNDX:=o; PRAiNDX:=o» RwiNDxtsO; idindx;=o; symindx;=o; stindx:=0;
iindx;=o; rindx;=o; getsflag ;= oj tmpp:= ' ftflag ;= o;
svflag := 0; svsflag := o; sGnFlag := o; PTR2 := 0;
SPNTFLAG := o;
TEX := o; TEXX := O; STAT != 1; EEROR := false;
FOR I ;= 1 TO 3 do STECNTCI] ;= Of
FOR I ;= 1 TO 35 DU TPCI] := '
FOR I ;= 1 TO 3 DO STERRCI] ;= Tp;






END. (* LEXADA *)
